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– NORS – COPV Overview




– Concept of Operations (Driving Requirement Selection)
– Current Status of NORS COPV Development
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NORS Background
 International Space Station (ISS) operation requires a continuous supply of 
pressurized Oxygen and Nitrogen
– Crew metabolic needs/emergency medical usage
– Extravehicular Activity (EVA)
– Maintaining normal atmospheric pressure
– Contingency module re-pressurization
– Payload usage
– Thermal Control System
 Space Shuttle retirement in 2011 removes the primary source of N2 and O2 for ISS.
 NASA’s replacement for the Space Shuttle for O2/N2 logistics is termed the 
Nitrogen Oxygen Recharge System (NORS).
 There are 4 main elements in NORS:
– Recharge Tank Assembly (RTA) - A transportable tank assembly 
– Airlock Modification Kit (AMK) – provide interface and regulatory function for RTA to ISS systems.
– External Fill Assembly (EFA) – interfaces between the RTA and the NTAs.
– Ground Fill Assembly (GFA) – GSE used to fill the RTAs.
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(B) Recharge Tank Assembly (RTA)
 Used to transport 41.4 MPa (6000 psi) 
Oxygen and Nitrogen.
 Transportable while filled.
 Composite Overwrap Pressure 
Vessel (COPV)
 RTA Valve Assembly (RVA)
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COPV Pressure Vessel - RTA
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Pressure Vessel
MDP = 7000 psia
Working P (Fill P) = 6000 psia
Min Qual Cycle Spectrum =38 
cycles
Min Volume = 2.43 ft3
FOS = 3.4
Max Envelope = 31” L x 18.5” D
Max Tare Mass = 104 lbm
ISO 11119-3 Certification
Focus on the 
standard 
selection
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System Overview - RTA
7
Photo courtesy of Cobham.
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RTA Crew Trainer with human for scale
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ISS NORS – Operational Overview – Ground Ops.
 Final Assembly
– Occurs at Huntsville – MSFC 
and Houston (VIA only)
 Ground Filling of RTAs
– Occurs at the Kennedy Space 
Center
– RTAs will also be configured 
with gas specific labels and QD 
keys.
 Transportation and Launch
– Filled RTAs are shipped in DOT 
compliant ATA-300 containers.
– NORS components will be launched 
on commercial carriers (e.g. 
SpaceX, Orbital, etc) or ATV/HTV.
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Concept of Operations (Ship Full or Ship Empty)
Ship Full
 Utilize NASA facilities and 
ship pressurized RTA on 
commercial roads
 Certify Vessel to 
International Standards 
(ISO 11119)
 Certify Vessel to NASA ISS 




 Develop Fill Assembly at  




 Certify Vessel to NASA ISS 
and Launch Vehicle 
Standards (SSP 
30558/30559) 
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SSP 30558/SSP 30559 Requirements Summary
 Documents takes specific requirements approach tailored to ISS program for 
fracture control, and structural design and verification of pressure vessels
 Defer specifically to SSP 30233 for M&P, and each other for applicable reqs
 Much more depth/breadth of requirements regarding analysis/design vs. other 
standards
 Defers to SSP 41172 for completed hardware qualification/acceptance testing 
requirements (no requirement for cycle test, vibe test, burst test, etc)
 SSP 30558
– Requires compliance with MIL-STD-1522A (sections governing pressure vessels)
Approach B disallowed
– Notable design requirements include the following:
Safe Life via analysis or test (LBB not required directly [4.4.1.1 C])
 SSP 30559
– Notable design requirements include the following:
Safe life via analysis using material test data
Positive Margins of Safety
A-basis allowables
Use proven processes for Fabrication, Process Control, Quality Assurance
Minimum FOS on burst of 2.0  and on proof of 1.5 (on MDP )
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MIL-STD-1522A Requirements Summary
 Document takes more general requirements approach to fit all types of 
man rated and non-man rated space applications
– Limited to approach A2, LBB w/ hazardous gas, (A1 LBB w/o hazardous gas 
or pressure, B not acceptable for USAF/SD or ground apps, C ASME boiler 
and pressure code cert with minor additional reqs)
– Requires a program to determine what type of requirements to levy on itself (structural, 
environmental, performance, process controls)
– Overlaps SSP 41172 and SSP 30233 in some areas and determination would have to 
be made in event of potentially conflicting requirements
– Notable design requirements include the following:
LBB of liner and Safe Life via analysis or test (Safe life of overwrap 10 x safe life of liner 
[5.2.2.2])
Positive Margins of Safety
A-basis allowables
Analysis to predict remaining life based on allowable damage limits analysis
Minimum FOS on burst of 1.5  (on MEOP)
Use proven processes for Fabrication, Process Control, Quality Assurance
COPV w/ non-load bearing liner required to be cert-ed to ASME boiler & pressure code [5.2]
– Tailoring to specific program NOT allowed per scope without program approval
Not intended to be a “pick and choose” standard; all requirements intended to be applied
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MIL-STD-1522A Requirements Summary
 Qualification Test Requirements
– Cycle test to 4 x specified cycle life
min. 50 cycles, at critical use temp
– Vibration test per MIL-STD-1540 (plan test
in advance and envelope worst case 
conditions)
– Burst test to FOS, then to actual burst
– Leak test not expressly required
 Acceptance Test Requirements
– NDI per program specification
– Proof to 1.5 x MEOP at critical use temp for 
burst ≥ 2 for min. of 5 mins
– Leak test not expressly required
 Total tanks required for destructive testing
– 2 for Qualification (cycle and burst)
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AIAA-S-081A Requirements Summary
 Document takes more general requirements approach to fit all types of 
man rated and non-man rated space applications
– Requires a program to determine what type of requirements to levy on itself (structural, 
environmental, performance, process controls)
– Overlaps SSP 41172 and SSP 30233 in some areas and determination would have to 
be made in event of potentially conflicting requirements
– Notable design requirements include the following:
LBB of liner and Safe Life via analysis or test
Positive Margins of Safety
Minimum FOS on burst of 1.5  (on MEOP)
Stress Rupture Reliability of 0.999 probability for survival for one year
Damage Control Plan; controls verified by test
Analysis to predict remaining life based on DCP test verified damage
A-basis allowable determined by sub-scale COPV or full-scale COPV burst test [5.3.2]
Use proven processes for Fabrication, Process Control, Quality Assurance
– Tailoring to specific program allowed per paragraph 2
Would need to go through to pick and choose requirements (make determination for verification of 
design requirements if required; potentially exclude DCP test, A-basis allowable test, and stress 
rupture reliability; resolve any potential SSP 30233 conflicts). 
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AIAA-S-081A Requirements Summary
 Design Requirements Verification table
 Qualification Test Requirements
– Acceptance tests
– Cycle test to 4 x specified cycle life
min. 50 cycles, at critical use temp
– Vibration test per MIL-STD-1540 (plan test
in advance and envelope worst case conditions)
– Burst test to FOS, then to actual burst
– Leak test (no parameters given) after Cycling
 Acceptance Test Requirements
– NDI per program specification
– Leak test (no parameters given)
– Proof to 1.5 x MEOP at critical use temp 
for burst ≥ 2 for min. of 5 mins
 Total tanks required for destructive testing
– 2 for Qualification (cycle and burst)
– Several for DCP controls (based on type of protection)
– 1 for A-basis allowables determination
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Safety Design & Testing – Different Approaches
Failure Mode ISO 11119-3
(Consumer)
AIAA S-081 A
1 Composite Stress Rupture Fiber Stress Ratio (2.4C, 
3K, 3.4Glass) 




Liner Cycle Fatigue 
(parent material)






4 Pressure Buildup (gas heating 
after fill)
Increase Pressure in 
Ambient Cycle Test
MOP Controlled
5 Collateral Damage Flaw Test & Drop Test Damage Control 
Plan
6 Liner Buckling (critical with 
very thin liner)
Vacuum-Cycle Test Thicken Liner
ISO 11119-3 Assumes 10 year operational life and corresponding number of cycles.
AIAA S-081 uses ‘one size fits all’ approach; ISOL Verification by test not Analysis. 
Consumer Vs. Space: Materials Space v. Cost
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Current Program Requirement/Verification Approach
 Program baseline for NORS RTA to ship full within CONUS and to 
ATV, HTV launch sites in French Guiana and Japan, respectively
– Need to meet DOT/ISO standards to be able to ship pressurized tank 
assemblies (for pressure vessel, ISO 11119-3)
– NORS RTA Pressure Vessel envelope drawing consolidates ISS and 
ISO/DOT requirements in order to satisfy ISO for ship full, and still 
meet or exceed ISS requirements
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2012 Update to Certification Test Plan
 NASA Directed Boeing to Alleviate Full ISO certification, and 
reduce required ISO qualification testing to obtain DOT Special 
Permit
– Verification of structural/fracture control requirements via test 
program
 Requirements Changes
– Retain current requirements/testing approach
– Modify ISO/DOT certification  requirements appropriately
– ISO testing still meets verification intent for SSP 30559/30558 section 3 
requirements
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Summary
 To supply oxygen and nitrogen to the International Space Station, 
a COPV tank is being developed to meet requirements beyond that 
which have been flown.
 In order to ‘Ship Full’ and support compatibility with a range of 
launch site operations, the vessel was designed for certification to 
International Standards (ISO) that have a different approach than 
current NASA certification approaches.
 These requirements were in addition to existing NASA certification 
standards had to be met.
 Initial risk-reduction development tests have been successful.  
Qualification is in progress.
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Back up
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Current Baseline Requirement/Verification Approach
ISO 11119-3 Certification Test Summary
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Paragraph Title Test Summary/Description Required
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Current Baseline Requirement/Verification Approach
 The below testing is performed in addition to ISO 11119-3 required testing
 Qualification
– Random Vibration
Test per SSP 41172 for CIRD* Random Vibe spectrum along with mass simulator for RTA Valve Assembly
– Sinusoidal Vibration
Test per SSP 41172 for CIRD Flight Shock spectrum
– Infrared Emission
Test per ASTM E 408 or equivalent
– Pressure
No additional testing required; meet ISS Proof (1.5 x MDP) during autofrettage process (expected pressurization 
to ~11.5 ksia)
– Leak
No additional testing required; meet ISS Leak at MDP per Methods II, III, or VIII via ISO leak testing
– Life
Minimal additional testing required; DFRM of specified cycles enveloped by ISO cycle testing, except for 6 cold 
cycles at 6 ksia and -80 deg F
 Acceptance
– Pressure
No additional testing required; meet ISS Proof (1.5 x MDP) during autofrettage process (expected pressurization 
to ~11.5 ksia)
– Leak
No additional testing required; meet ISS Leak at MDP per Methods II, III, or VIII via ISO leak testing
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Current Baseline Requirement/Verification Approach
ISO 11119-3 Batch Acceptance Test Summary
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Paragraph Title Test Summary/Description Required




9.4.6 Cylinder Burst Hydraulically press 1 tank to failure, Pb must be >= 2 x Ph (1 tank in batch) X
9.4.7 Leak Leak test at Pw via bubble testing or trace gas and mass spectrometer method (All tanks in batch) X
NOTE: Pw = working pressure (6 ksi), Pmax = dedicated gas test pressure (8 ksi), Ph = test pressure (9 ksi [Proof]), Pb = burst pressure (>18 ksi)
ISO 11119‐3 Batch Testing
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MIL-STD-1522A Requirements Summary
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SSP 41172 Requirements Summary
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